Values and Behavior Descriptions

Performance Excellence Annual Plan

We strive for **Excellence**, taking pride in what we do. This looks like:

- Taking ownership and doing what is needed without having to be asked.
- Taking responsibility for outcomes, even when things don’t turn out right.
- Bringing forward options and solutions, not just identifying problems.
- Doing what you say you will do, when you say you will do it, working through circumstances with determination.
- Producing quality work that is both accurate and insightful.
- Providing valuable and helpful service to customers, making things easier for them.
- Working efficiently, and using University resources responsibly.
- Being a good steward, always working toward a better and more sustainable future.

We learn through **Discovery**, growing all the time. This looks like:

- Developing your professional skills, being curious and willing to learn.
- Generating ideas and finding new ways to contribute.
- Making improvements to the way work gets done, even when things may not be your direct responsibility.
- Being open to and soliciting feedback, and applying that learning to the way you work.

We engage in **Collaboration**, achieving success together. This looks like:

- Building strong working relationships and a positive work environment.
- Keeping others informed and involved.
- Finding and using the strengths of others, across the University.
- Being a great team member, pulling your weight and making space for others to shine.
- Recognizing the contributions of others.
- Helping others develop through candid and constructive feedback.

We embrace our **Diversity**, fostering a vibrant community. This looks like:

- Treating everyone with courtesy and respect, making Northwestern a welcoming community for all.
- Being respectfully curious about people’s experiences.
- Seeking diverse perspectives from others.
- Reaching out to be inclusive of others.
- Confronting people or situations that inhibit diversity.
- Increasing diversity, through hiring, development, and engagement.

We act with **Integrity**, building safety and trust. This looks like:

- Acting ethically, and seeking guidance when the ethics of a situation are not clear.
- Being transparent, open, and honest.
- Holding others accountable for unethical behavior.
- Acting with University’s best interest at heart.
- Honoring University policies and regulatory requirements.
- Doing whatever is necessary to create a safe environment for all. Going beyond minimal standards to assure the intentions of our initiatives are realized.